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ABSTRACT – The government has issued several policies to improve the performance of State Owned-Enterprises (SOEs), namely by establishing ABC SOEs or BUMN Holding, providing additional capital, guaranteeing the purchase of ABC SOEs products such as bio ethanol and bio diesel to be purchased by PT Pertamina, excess electricity supply from the sugar mills to be purchased by PT PLN. Meanwhile, ABC SOEs Holding has also implemented a strategy to improve the performance of ABC SOEs Holding and its subsidiaries. Unfortunately, the implementation of those policies and strategies have not been able to improve ABC SOEs Holding performance as expected. We use Soft System Methodology (SSM) as frame work, which is combined with the strategic assumption surfacing and testing (SAST) and interpretive structural modeling (ISM). This study concludes that actions must be taken to improve the performance of ABC SOEs Holding: 1) strengthening of definite legal rules related to SOEs, 2) handling negative issues of plantation products, 3) synergy of holding and subsidiary decision making, 4) independent assessment of holding’s performance, 5) strengthening subsidiary governance, 6) increasing capability and integrity of human resources, 7) strengthening technological development for production and distribution efficiency, and 8) developing talent pool for innovation improvement.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Corporate governance, accounting and accountability of SOEs are crucial and growing topics in public management and other research disciplines. [1] stated that public service provision and budget consolidation cannot be realized effectively and efficiently without powerful governance and management of SOEs. [2] notion that SOE-oriented corporate governance research is a growing field with wide-ranging opportunities for investigation. [3] notion that in order to regulate SOEs sensibly, five main elements must be reflected in the provisions: 1) a clear definition and well-defined scope; 2) clear general obligations and rights; 3) specific disciplines on trade-distortive practices by SOEs and specific exceptions; 4) provisions to improve transparency; and 5) rules regarding enforceability and dispute settlement.

SOEs are regional or national companies that are fully controlled by the state through majority or not majority but significant ownership defined by [4]. Per [5], State-Owned Enterprise (BUMN) is a business entity of which capital is entirely or partially owned by the state through direct participation derived from separated state assets. Meanwhile, [6] and [7] stated that State-Owned Enterprises in Kenya are semi-autonomous companies established by the government through the Law or Parliament. The main shareholder of BUMN is the government. The board of directors’ report is submitted to the Government Minister under the portfolio. [4] stated that in Europe the state electricity and water companies can provide cheaper prices than the private sector.

Meanwhile, [8] mentioned that BUMNs have been considered unfavorable due to poor management, substantial amount of political influence, and unclear regulations. In addition, deviation from policy direction, high political costs that are difficult to measure, over-investment and squander, the availability of facilities from the state in the form of a subsidy which is equal to the cost suffered by people at large, insensitivity to the business environment, and company’s tendency of being uncompetitive, late to act, and slow to make decisions also contribute to the unfavorable condition of BUMNs as concluded by [9], [10] stated that BUMNs are difficult to manage independently if subsidized program and additional capital are provided by the government every year. [11] stated that the performance of Chechnya’s BUMNs continues to dwindle and even reached a negative point because of heavy bureaucracy and the absence of a clear direction from the company. [12] stated South Korean firms have been influenced by the obstacle elements of the social–cultural environment more than those of political–legal ones. Several factors such as ‘inconsistent application of law’, and ‘corruption of public officials’, etc, are regarded as the obstacle elements of the political–legal environment.
The government's efforts to improve the performance of BUMNs include establishing a holding for BUMNs that are similar in their business fields. The establishment of the holding company has been carried out in several business fields. The holding includes PT Pupuk Indonesia Holding Company for state-owned companies in the fertilizer industry, PT Semen Indonesia Holding Company for state-owned companies in the cement industry, and PT Rajawali Nusantara Indonesia Holding Company in plantation and pharmaceutical businesses, and ABC BUMN Holding for BUMN in the plantation business. Following the establishment of PT Semen Indonesia Holding Company and PT Pupuk Indonesia Holding Company, both companies showed significant improvement in their financial performance and production capacity [13].

The advantages of establishing a Holding Company are the diversification of investment risks from capital owners, reducing capital investment, and increased negotiation positions from holding as proposed by [14]. The size of the company is considered as a key factor in business prosperity. Companies with large capital and high market share have better access to supplier and sales networks by increasing bargaining power with suppliers and consumers. Another advantage of companies that have a strong position is their ability in creating an entry barrier for competitors in the market as stated by [15]. However, merging or fusing companies does not always yield the best results. [16] study showed that the failure percentage of merging or fusing companies is relatively large, and in the long run is close to 50%.

Government policies and strategies built by ABC BUMN Holding to improve their performance have not been successful. In the holding establishment proposal, ABC BUMN Holding is expected to earn 11.27 trillion in profits in 2017. Unfortunately, in 2015, 2016, and the first semester of 2018 ABC BUMN Holdings still suffered losses.

2. PROBLEM AND PURPOSE OF RESEARCH

The government has issued a number of policies to improve the performance of ABC BUMN which include establishing a holding company, providing additional capital, guaranteeing ABC BUMN products such as bio ethanol to be purchased by PT Pertamina, and guaranteeing the electricity supply from the sugar factory will be purchased by PT PLN. ABC BUMN Holding also implemented strategies to improve its performance and its subsidiaries, among others, by restructuring subsidiaries debt, revitalizing sugar factories, reducing the number of human resources, and centralizing fertilizer purchases by the second semester of 2017. The policies and strategies that have been built have not been able to improve ABC BUMN Holding's performance as expected. The purpose of this study is to formulate policies that need to be carried out by the government and strategy that needs to be done by ABC BUMN Holding, to improve the performance of ABC BUMN Holding.

3. LITERATURE REVIEW

[17] stated that in the context of BUMN development, the government is expected to put forward three main principles for BUMN governance to be carried out properly, namely clear objective (clear mandate for BUMN managers so that they are only responsible to one party and clarity of company objectives whether it is commercial or social), transparency (the principle of high disclosure for both the government and state-owned enterprises), and political isolation (the government's duty is limited to being supervisors and directors, while managers are carried out by professional independently). [18] stated that several studies revealed reasons for maintaining State-Owned Enterprises (SOEs) in a country’s economy. The Chinese government SOE restructuring program to increase its SOE’s role and performance are triggered, among others, by natural monopoly for businesses that are not feasible for private companies, social reasons or development goals, investment benefits to assist the state budget, and the country’s economic security. [19] stated that functionally, SOEs and large private companies in China have many treatment similarities from the State such as market access, state subsidies, proximity to state’s power, and implementation of government policies. Thus, the boundaries between SOEs and Public Owned Enterprises (POE) in China are blurred. [20] stated that the government may have a goal that is contrary to the objectives of the SOEs and the management of SOEs must choose to follow it. In addition, the government's interests may not be the same as commercial interests, so the supervision of SOEs by the government becomes ineffective. The ineffectiveness of supervision carried out by the government resulted in the existence of several different government institutions that supervised SOEs.

[21] stated that strategy is planning and action to achieve organizational goals. Strategy bridges the gap between policy and tactics. Strategies and tactics bridge the distance between efforts (means) and the final goal (end). Strategy is related to efforts. Strategy relates to how to achieve goals, not goal specifications. Strategy is one of the four structural elements. First, is the goal to be obtained, second, is the strategy to achieve a goal or the way resources are deployed, third is the tactics or how the resources that have been deployed are used, and fourth is the resources themselves, in other words, the efforts that we have. Strategies and tactics bridge the distance between effort and goal. [22] interpreted strategy as a framework that guides their choices in determining the nature and direction of the organization. In the end the strategy boils down to the choice of products or services that will be marketed. Company leaders are the main drivers of business. Although there are nine driving forces, only one can be the basis of business strategy. Nine possible business drivers are products offered, market needs, technology, production capacity, sales methods, distribution methods, natural resources, size and growth, and return or profit.
In developing a holding strategy, holding management should pay attention to the added value that can be given to subsidiaries, namely service unity, sales between units, economies of scale, sharing resources, multi competence, vertical integration, sharing knowledge, new business development, and risk management [23]. [13] stated that the success in establishing a state-owned cement and fertilizer holding company was also influenced by the strategies implemented by the holding company. The strategies include integrating the marketing system of all subsidiaries, integrating policy-making functions, integrating procurement functions, integrating financial functions including financing, and integrating investment functions. [24] stated the organization must consider that employees are very vital in carrying out a change process. Sustainable long-term success and performance of the organization depends on employees.

4. RESEARCH METHOD

This study is conducted using the SSM as framework approach [25]. Specific systems are derived after getting results from SSM in the form of a Purposive Activity Model (PAM) as material for structured debate processes, subsequently the SAST and the ISM method is employed. The same method is also used by [26], [27] stated that with a system approach, factors that influence the behaviour and success of an organization are revealed. In the SSM, problem solving is done using 7 (seven) interrelated stages that show clear coherence [28]. The stages of the research are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Research Method Process

The initial data of the study were obtained from literature studies, strategic environment analysis, management report analysis, questionnaires, interviews, and Focus Group Discussion/FGD and In-depth Interview (IDI) with experts to see the performance and the factors that influence ABC BUMN Holding’s performance and its subsidiaries. In the fourth stage when preparing the model (purposive activity model), the SSM framework is combined with the SAST to find out the most important and most certain variables. Experts are asked to determine 41 Sub Variables from 9 variables that are considered to be the most important and certain. From the nine variables discussed, three variables related to government policy are institutional, competitive advantages, and governance. The other six variables are related to ABC BUMN Holding’s strategies, namely sales, human resources, investment, productions, procurement of goods and services, and financing. SAST is one of the analytical techniques that emphasize the underlying assumptions of events compared to paying attention to the efficiency and the design of the system. Consequently, the SAST model uses free thinking system (unbound), or opposing (not always the same), and encompass multi-dimensional system. SAST is very helpful in opening up the strategic assumptions that underlie an implemented policy [29].

To find out which variable has the highest driver power and independence, an analysis is done with ISM. ISM is an established methodology to identify relationships between certain items, which determine a problem or issue as mentioned by [30]. [31] stated that ISM analyzes each element of the system and presents each relationship and hierarchy. Relationships and hierarchies are then presented in graphic. [32] proposed that The ISM method is developed to resolve complex and effective situations for planning and mapping relationships between various elements. ISM is an interactive learning process. According to [36], ISM analyzed 9 elements, namely: needs, constraints, possible changes, goals or objectives, targets or indicators, activities, actors, institutions or stakeholders, and affected segments. Experts agreed on five from the nine elements to be analyzed in this study, namely needs, constraints, objectives, possible changes, and actors.
5. DATA, SOURCE OF DATA, AND METHOD OF ANALYSIS

This research is a combination of quantitative and qualitative method. Quantitative data is performance data before and after the holding is carried out and obtained from ABC BUMN Holding management reports. Qualitative data is data related to perceptions, interpretations and understanding of company performance as well as policies and strategies to improve it, collected from experts. Several methods are used to obtain comprehensive data on the performance of ABC BUMN Holding as well as policies and strategies to improve them. Methods entail literature reviews, management reports and holding proposals analysis, survey by distributing questionnaires and interviews with resource experts, FGD, and in-depth interview. Data was obtained from 12 experts, consisting of 4 Directors and 2 staff of ABC BUMN Holding Director, 2 BUMN Directors outside ABC BUMN Holding, One Deputy of Government Internal Auditor of Indonesia (BPKP), Echelon II and Echelon III in BPKP who supervised ABC BUMN Holding, and one-person Chair of the Indonesian Governance Policy Committee. Quantitative data, obtained from management reports and holding proposals, were analyzed by descriptive statistics. Qualitative data, obtained from the analysis of questionnaire answers, interviews with experts, and strategic environmental analysis, were analyzed by SSM combined with SAST and ISM. The data obtained was further validated by experts and ABC BUMN management Holding.

6. RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS

6.1 Stage I: Formulation of Problem Situation: Comparison Financial Performance Before and After Holding and Holding Proposals

Descriptive statistics are used to compare financial performance before and after holding and holding proposal. Financial performance growth, namely sales, net income, assets, liabilities, equity, and financial ratios before and after the holding proposal are shown in Table 1. Financial ratios used in this study were Net Profit Margin (NPM), Debt to Equity Ratio (DER), Debt to Asset Ratio (DAR), Return on Assets (ROA), Return on Equity (ROE)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Financial performance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>6.75</td>
<td>(3.56)</td>
<td>22.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Profit</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>(65.25)</td>
<td>50.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asset</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>17.96</td>
<td>23.60</td>
<td>12.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liability</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>20.23</td>
<td>11.59</td>
<td>10.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equity</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>13.42</td>
<td>51.61</td>
<td>15.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial ratio</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPM</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>7.23</td>
<td>(1.25)</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DER</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>187.18</td>
<td>139.23</td>
<td>191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAR</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>65.42</td>
<td>56.96</td>
<td>65.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROA</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>5.34</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>12.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROE</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>14.93</td>
<td>(0.56)</td>
<td>35.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: ABC BUMN Holding Management Report and Holding Proposals

Table 1 shows that sales growth and net profit after holding are no better than before the holding and far from those targeted in the holding proposal. Development of assets, liabilities and equity is better than before holding due to asset revaluation and debt restructuring. NPM, ROA and ROE after the holding are worse than before the holding and far from the target of the holding proposal. DER and DAR are better because of asset revaluation.

The unfavorable performance of ABC BUMN Holding was caused by:

1. Institutional aspects: The law related to the BUMN holding continues to be a matter of discussion among the House of Representatives (DPR), and some DPR members have the desire to be involved in the selection of BUMN directors and commissioners. The establishment of ABC BUMN Holdings was not based on due diligence and was too optimistic. The holding company’s role to provide added value to subsidiaries has not been analysed and should be part of the assessment of the holding company’s performance that is reported to shareholders. Furthermore, we found that the assessment of the performance of plantation SOEs is apparently the same as manufacturing SOEs and there are still legal problems over the land that is controlled by ABC BUMN Holding.

2. Competitive advantages aspect: There is a massive and structured campaign that land use for oil palm causes deforestation and is not environmentally friendly. The government has made a bio ethanol bio diesel program, but the program has not met its targets. To improve the performance of ABC BUMN Holding, the government encouraged the
revitalization of sugar mills by providing additional capital of Rp 3.5 trillion. This number is far from the amount needed for revitalization which reached 13 trillion. In addition, the cost of sugar production set by the government was lower than the actual cost. The performance of plantation companies also depends on the stability of the prices of plantation products. The prices of oil palm, sugar cane, rubber and tea commodities during the 2014-2018 periods tend to decrease, compared to prices before 2014.

3. Governance aspect: The selection of a President Director is based on a fit and proper test. However, the dismissal of the Board of Director has not been based on a clear management contract that includes Key Performance Indicators. Guidelines for subsidiary governance has not been made by the Ministry of BUMN.

4. Sales aspect: PT KPBN which was formed to auction the products of ABC BUMN has not been able to become a qualified plantation trader. BULOG apparently also has not played its role as a price stabilizer on the prices of plantation products, especially sugar.

5. HR Aspects: The number of HR is still too high, productivity is still low and there are still employees whose integrity still needs to be improved.

6. Investment Aspect: The Company is late in investing, so that of the 42 sugar mills owned by the company, 9 are not operational, and 21 of them are over 100 years old, so their productivity is low. Some palm oil mills are also often damaged and productivity is low. In addition, the company's investment focus is still upstream.

7. Production Aspect. Low production and productivity due to fertilization, maintenance and replanting that are not following the standards, as a result of financial difficulties.

8. Financing aspects: The focus of the holding is still on relatively large subsidiary debt restructuring, so the company's expansion is too late. The synergy of acquiring resources and utilizing resources between holding and subsidiaries also needs to be improved.

9. Procurement Aspects: In the context of providing goods and services, ABC BUMN Holding has built an integrated procurement system that still needs strong efforts so that this system can run effectively. In addition, there is still a delay in the procurement of fertilizers which has an impact on the delay in fertilization which affects production.

6.2 Stage II: Determining the Problem Situation / Problem Situation Expressed (Rich Picture)

This problematic situation is expresses in rich picture described in Figure 2.

![Figure 2: Rich Picture](image)

6.3 Stage III: Determining Root Definition

Root definition can be described using the PQR method by describing: Do "P" (what to do), with "Q" (how to do it) to reach "R" (why you should do it) [37].
Development of policies and strategies by perfecting institutional policies includes strengthening regulations of BUMNs, increasing competitive advantage, and governance, as well as increasing product sales, human resources, investment, production, financing, and procurement of goods and services, thereby improving the performance of ABC BUMN Holding.

Root definition is then clarified by CATWOE analysis as shown in Table 2.

Table 2: CATWOE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The model of policies and strategies that is being developed, aimed to improve ABC BUMN Holding performance.</td>
<td>House of Representative (DPR), Ministry of BUMN, Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources (ESDM), Ministry of Industry, and Ministry of Trade as policy takers; ABC BUMN Holding Board of Directors as strategy executors; Board of Directors, Managers, and Employees of ABC BUMN Holding and its subsidiaries.</td>
<td>Policies and strategies model formulation that involves actors whose interest is to improve ABC BUMN Holding’s overall performance.</td>
<td>Proposed policies and strategies model fulfills expectation and can be implemented by interested parties.</td>
<td>Ministry of BUMN; ABC BUMN Holding Board of Directors</td>
<td>Legal uncertainty in BUMN position, deforestation issues, lawsuits on land ownership issue, and the downward trend of plantation commodities prices.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.4 Stage IV: Creating Conceptual Policies and Strategies Model

From the SAST and ISM analysis, we determined important and certain variables, and or has the highest driver power and independence that are: 1) definite legal rules related to BUMN, 2) plantation BUMN’s land ownership certainty, 3) an intensive and integrated campaign by all stakeholders to prevent negative issues on CPO products, 4) a consistent program of bio ethanol and bio diesel implemented by the government 5) independent assessment of holding performance 6) synergy between holding company and subsidiaries in decision making. 6) strengthening subsidiaries governance, 7) increasing capability and integrity of human resources, 8) developing talent pool for innovation improvement, 9) development of downstream industries 10) rejuvenation of plantation production machines 11) IT development to integrate ABC BUMN’s financial and operational data, 12) fertilization according to standard, 13) maintenance according to standard, 14) strengthening technological development for production and distribution efficiency, 15) acceleration of Integrated Procurement System implementation 16) special treatment for subsidiaries that continues to incur losses, 17) cooperation with other BUMNs in managing the company’s operation, and 18) and the role of DPR, Ministry of BUMN, Ministry of Industry, Ministry of Trade, Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources, and Directors of ABC BUMN Holding.

Based on Experts’ discussion, SAST, and ISM analysis, a conceptual model is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Conceptual models of policies and strategies to increase ABC BUMN holding performance

Figure 5 shows that the performance of government policies in institutions, strengthening competitive advantages, and governance will influence the strategies made by the company. One government policy will also influence other government policies. Likewise, the strategy that is built by the company will influence other strategies. Human resources play an important role in improving company performance due to its influence on other company strategies.
6.5 Stage V, and Stage VI: Comparison Between Conceptual Model, Reality, and Possible Change That Can Be Done

Comparison between conceptual model and reality, and possible change that can be done are presented in Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conceptual model</th>
<th>Reality</th>
<th>Possible changes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>POLICIES</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· Strengthening the company based on BUMN Law.</td>
<td>· BUMN’s position is still questionable.</td>
<td>· An intensive discussion between the government and the House of Representative (DPR) on strengthening the company based on BUMN Law.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· Conducting a separate holding performance assessment.</td>
<td>· A separate holding performance assessment is non-existent.</td>
<td>· Including Holding performance assessment in management report.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· Revising performance assessment for ABC BUMN and its subsidiaries</td>
<td>· Plantation BUMN performance assessments are based on 70% of financial aspect and 30% of operational aspect.</td>
<td>· Conducting a study and deciding performance assessment for plantation companies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· Solving land ownership problems.</td>
<td>· Land ownership problems persist.</td>
<td>· Coordinating with other ministries to solve ABC BUMN Holding and its subsidiaries land ownership problems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Competitive advantages</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· Cooperation between countries to stabilize product prices and to tackle negative issues on plantation products.</td>
<td>· Environmental issue and negative campaign of plantation product from the European Union.</td>
<td>· Merging RNI Plantation subsidiaries company with ABC BUMN Holding.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· Forming Indonesia Palm Oil Board</td>
<td>· Insufficient investment fund to revitalize sugar factories.</td>
<td>· Forming strategic holding.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· Realizing Green Energy.</td>
<td>· Inconsistent implementation of the bio ethanol program.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· Establishing a competitive cost of goods sold for sugar.</td>
<td>· Bio Diesel Program (B-20) Implementation does not meet its target.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· Establishing the use of rubber for road asphalt.</td>
<td>· Plantation product prices face a downward trend.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· Revitalizing sugar factories.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Governance</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· Conducting pre-holding due diligence.</td>
<td>· Holding proposal is too optimistic</td>
<td>· Cooperation across ministries, APKASI, and across countries that produces CPO to tackle negative issues on plantation products and to stabilize plantation product prices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· Selecting and Terminating Directors and Commissioners using a clear key performance indicator.</td>
<td>· Holding establishment is not done gradually.</td>
<td>· The government established targets for the bio ethanol and the bio diesel programs that are agreed upon by all the parties involved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· Formulating a subsidiaries governance model.</td>
<td>· Director changes frequently and the criteria for appointment and dismissal are unclear.</td>
<td>· Continuing the revitalization of sugar factories.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STRATEGIES</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· Enacting KPBN as strategic marketing.</td>
<td>· The KPBI office acts as intermediary.</td>
<td>· Perfecting sugar trading system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· Cooperation between ABC BUMN Holding, RNI, KPBN, and</td>
<td>· Establishing a due diligence guideline in terms of BUMN holding execution.</td>
<td>· Include the use of rubber as road asphalt as a clause in road procurement contracts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· Establishing guidelines and monitor the achievement of key performance indicator that is quantifiable for Directors and Commissioners.</td>
<td>· Formulating guidelines in creating subsidiaries governance.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· Formulating guidelines in creating subsidiaries governance.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Comparison between Conceptual Model, Reality and Possible Change
### Conceptual model
- Appointing BULOG as the stabilizer of sugar prices.
- Centralizing the budget and the development managerial human resources.
- Developing talent pool to strengthen innovation.
- Increasing the capability and integrity of human resources.
- Strengthening cooperation between the holding company and subsidiaries (eliminating silo).

### Reality
- BULOG has not fulfilled its role on plantation products sales.
- Excessive human resources.
- Low productivity.
- Inadequate performance assessment.
- The existence of human resources with low integrity.
- Weak cooperation between parent and subsidiaries companies.

### Possible changes
- Utilization of subsidiary budget for centralized managerial human resources development.
- Increasing the capability and integrity of ABC BUMN Holding human resources and its subsidiaries.
- Rationalizing ABC BUMN Holding human resources and its subsidiaries.
- Using talent pool to strengthen innovation.
- Increasing talent pool to strengthen innovation.

### Human Resource
- Upstream investment.
- Lack of investment strategy integration.
- Old machineries.

### Investment
- Unstandardized fertilizing, maintenance, and replanting.
- Sugar factory’s excess in electric capacity is unused.
- Low productivity.

### Production
- Establishing targets in fertilizing, maintenance, and replanting in accordance with standard.
- Establishing a cooperation contract to utilize resources with PT RNI.
- Coordinating with Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources (ESDM) and the State Electric Company (PLN) to utilize the excess electrical capacity of sugar factories.
- Developing technologies to increase production and distribution efficiency.

### Procurement of Goods and Services
- Integrated Procurement System is ineffective.
- Procurements are delayed.
- Not all procurements are centralized.

### Possible changes
- Accelerating Integrated Procurement Systems implementation.
- Procurements in accordance with schedule.
Centralizing financing acquisition and utilization.
Restructuring subsidiaries’ debts.
Special treatment for subsidiaries that continues to incur losses.

Financing

- Not all financing is centralized.
- Substantial debts incur by subsidiaries.
- Nonexistent treatment for subsidiaries that continues to incur losses.

Possible changes

- Centralizing the procurement of primary necessities for production implementation.
- Restructuring subsidiaries’ debts.
- Regrouping and Merging subsidiaries that continues to incur losses with subsidiaries that have great performance.
- Dissolution of a subsidiary that continues to suffer losses.

6.6 Managerial Implications

From the SSM analysis which was later strengthened by SAST and ISM it was found that the performance improvement of ABC BUMN Holding was also influenced by government policies. The government should conduct intense discussions with the House of Representatives (DPR) to strengthen the company in accordance with BUMN Law, include performance achievements of holding companies in management reports, conduct studies and decide performance assessment for plantation companies, conduct cross-institutional and cross-country synergies to counteract negative issues on plantation products, continue to pursue bio ethanol and bio diesel programs, and encourage the making of subsidiaries governance. ABC BUMN Holding should cooperate with RNI, KPBN and BULOG in selling plantation products, improve human resources capabilities and integrity, improve cooperation between parent company and subsidiaries, increase investment in downstream industries, formulate fertilizing, maintaining, and replanting targets according to standards, develop technologies to increase production and distribution efficiency, and restructuring subsidiaries’ debt.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

Conclusions: Based on the analysis of strategic environment and management reports that is assisted by SSM and strengthened by SAST and ISM, it was concluded that the poor performance of ABC BUMN Holding was partly due to the formation of a holding that was not preceded by due diligence, financial difficulties that had an impact on fertilizing, maintaining, and replanting that are not in accordance with standards, human resources with low capability and integrity, as well as a downward trend in plantation commodity prices.

Suggestions: In making policies and strategies, the government and ABC BUMN Holding should pay attention the important and certain variables that have high leverage, among others: definite legal rules related to BUMN, tackling negative issues on plantation products, synergy between holding company and subsidiaries in decision making, independent assessment of holding performance, strengthening subsidiaries governance, increasing capability and integrity of human resources, strengthening technological development for production and distribution efficiency, developing talent pool for innovation improvement, and synergy between DPR, Ministry of BUMN, Ministry of Industry, Ministry of Trade, Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources, and Directors of ABC BUMN Holding.
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